Some people consider plastics as an important
material in our world, and life would be
unthinkable without them. At the same time
however, plastic can have a serious downside
on the environment and the health of animals.
For sea birds and larger marine animals, the
danger comes from entanglement (getting stuck
in plastic) and mistaking plastic for food. Nearly 10 million tonnes of plastic waste ends up in
the sea each year and over time the plastic
waste slowly degrades, turning into tiny micro
fragments (pieces), which fish and other
animals can accidently digest. The UK government and the European Union decided that
they needed to try and resolve the plastic waste
problem. Teresa May has promised that by the
year 2042 the plastic waste that pollutes the
ocean will be abolished. But we don’t have to
wait 24 years for the government’s plan to
work.
Here are a 5 simple tips about reducing your
use of plastic.

glass
straw.
2) Use a
reusable
shopping
bag. A
single plastic bag can take over 1,000 years
to degrade.
3) Give up chewing gum. Gum is made out of
synthetic rubber, which is a type of plastic.
4) Pack your lunch in a reusable containers and
bags.
5) Avoid buying frozen food because its
packaging is mostly plastic.
These are some of our teachers’ opinions.
“Plastic waste is a big challenge facing our
society.” Miss Henry.
“We need to find an alternative way of packaging that doesn’t have such a big impact on
the world.” Mr Breuer.

1)
Stop using plas- “If you have to buy plastic containers, go for
tic straws, even in
white or clear ones rather than brightly
restaurants. If a
coloured ones. Bright colours are much
straw is a must, purharder to recycle than white or clear plaschase a reusable
tics.” Mr Strange.
stainless steel or
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Bradley is a baby kangaroo (joey) in a
kangaroo sanctuary in Alice Springs,
Australia.
When he gets tired, he hops into a pillow case
(imitating a kangaroo pouch) to sleep in. At
the moment, he is 30 centimetres long, that’s
the size of a ruler! He will grow up to 1.8
metres, like his mum. Kangaroos come in 4
breeds.

Red kangaroos, Eastern Grey Kangaroos,
Western Grey Kangaroo and the Antilopine
Kangaroo. Bradley’s keeper says that there
are 42 more joeys in the sanctuary. I know
where I would like to work when I grow up!

You may think that the middle of the Pacific and sunset. They
Ocean is quiet and fart-free but think again! think that the
buzz comes from a
A loud buzz or hum has been puzzling
group of fish and
scientists for years.
crustaceans that
Now after many years, they have a theory,
are nocturnal and
that it is fish e.g. mackerel, salmon and cat- swim at night.
fish letting out gas or methane. Usually
These fish are letting the gas out, after
known as farting in the
eating scraps from the surface.
human world, scientists
In Canada, herring bottom burp to each
have found that this bottom
other to communicate!
burping is loudest at dawn

1.Just because you haven't seen or spoken to
the pilot doesn't mean you can’t trust them
(trust the professionals).
2. If you really need too, you can ask someone
who is in the flight crew.
4. If the plane wobbles it doesn't mean the
plane is going to crash, it is probably going
3. On long flights like 8+
through thick cloud or wind.
hours, on British airways
there should be a little
5. Breathe calmly and think happy thoughts
film called confident flyer, to stop you thinking about it.
(it helps).

Across

1. Which Year 5 class
does Ms Edge teach?
5. Year 6 children who
help in the playground
6. Year 6 cat loving
teacher
7. Which class does Ms
Creamer teach?

Last issue’s answer:

Down

Tom Hanks
2. Maths & _______

3. What is the current
topic in Year 6?
4. 2017's school play

Q5: When was the new `Nintendo Switch’
Q1: Name 2 things to do when you’re bored
from the “Things To Do When You’re bored” released?
list.
Q6: What extra rare moon event happened
on 31st of January 2018?
Q2: Who won the 2017 cricket tournament,
The Ashes?
Q7: What is the new book about Donald

Q3: How much bigger is a lion than the
smallest cat in the world?

Trump called?
Q8: List some of the new emojis.

Q4: What strange (and stinky) thing can fish Q9: What is `Quorn’ made of?
do?
Q10: How many pigs are there in the world?
A s e s elo ...

Q : He e a e so e e a ples of so e ou ould ha e used: Read, Do a puzzle, o Lea
agi . Q : Aust alia. Q :
igge .
Q : The a fa t. Q : d of Ma h,
. Q : A Supe - lue- lood oo . Q : Fi e a d Fu . Q : The ed-head e oji, the hot
e oji, the supe he o e oji, the ooz e oji a d the os uito e oji. Q : Fu gi. Q :
illio .

Russia to host World Cup
Russia will host the 2018 football World Cup, which gives them
an immediate space so they don’t have to qualify. The next Cup
after Russia will be held in Qatar

North Korea peace talks
In January North Korean leader Kim
Jong-un started doing peace talks with South
Korea’s leader Moon Jae-In which is surprising
because before people thought he wanted to
destroy half of the U.S.A with a nuclear bomb.

Aussies win the ashes
In 2017 the Ashes were held in Australia.
The Ashes is a cricket tournament between
England and Australia and Australia won in
2017! They will next be held in England in 2019
“I think that it’s an interesting, creative and
fun club for children,” Ms Godfrey

“Photography Club is great for people to use
Every Wednesday
their creative skills,” Marnie 6P
after school in the
If you would like to join, go to the office for
library,
Photography Club contact information.
is held. They take
photos with a new
theme every week and are given cameras to
take pictures on. Many of these are taken
from the top of stairs, the side of buildings
and other interesting angles. Over
Christmas, some of the photos were made
into cards and displayed in Riley’s. Here are
some quotes:

We are all familiar with the yellow-faced,
cartoony characters designed to express your
feelings. With the arrival of 2018, came the
arrival of some new character to the emoji
world. They include: the Redhead emoji,
Superhero emoji, Hot face, Woozy face and
Fun facts:
Mosquito. So, what do you think about these
There are 2,666 emojis in the world!
new faces?
Did you know there are three books in the
world written entirely in emojis? One
popular book translated was the American
novel Moby Dick. It was turned into the 736page Emoji Dick.
Challenge: Have a go at writing notes to your
friends, poetry or even a short story using
These are people’s favourite emojis, in order. just emojis. The fun part will be people
What is your favourite?
trying to read them!

Viral Videos!
YEE

61M VIEWS

Uploaded in Feb 2012,
this video recently
went viral. It is a nine
second video with two
dinosaurs singing a song called Yee.

MANS NOT HOT
230M VIEWS
This popular freestyle rap released in September got about
3.5 times more views than Vee in just four
months (18 times faster!)

DESPACITO

5 BILLION VIEWS

Despacito is a
music video
that exploded
on YouTube.
It reached 1B
views in 96
days, 2B in 154 days, and is by Luis Fonsi
and Daddy Yankee. The song is originally in
Spanish but Justin Bieber heard it in a
night club and decided to re-release it in
English.

Step 1: draw a circle.
You will see an
example to your
right.
It does not have to
be perfect as this is
just your sketch.
Step 2:Draw a cross
in your circle again
example to your
right
Step 3: Start
drawing a pair of
large eyes and a
small mouth and
nose

Step 5:Now add the leg
and thigh as you can see
here.

Step 6: The last things
you need are the second
pair of legs and the paws

Ok sorry I lied, the last
thing you do is rub out,
All the over-lying lines
and the cross over the
cat’s face.

Also add a pair of
ears.
Step 4: Add the
tail, otherwise it
Wouldn’t be a cat
would it...

The book Fire and Fury was published on
5th January. It has lots of secrets about
Donald Trump and the White House. It
instantly became popular in America and
the UK, but the US president isn't happy
about this. Some people questioned Michael
Wolff (the author) and how he got all this
information. Wolff simply replied by saying

And there you have your own cat (not a
real one of course). I’m sure your cat will
look much better then the ones I drew. I
hope this article did actually help you draw
cats, this technique can also help you to
draw dogs and other animals.
that he spoke to some
people in The White
House and Donald
Trump himself. The US
president wrote on his
Twitter account he had
never spoken to Wolff
and denied everything
that was said.

Imagine a cute pig with a brush painting a
picture. Well, quit imagining! This pig has
become a Rembrandt in the space of a few
days. She was bred to be slaughtered at a pig
farm, but was rescued at four weeks old by
loving owner Joanne Lefson, who was upset
by the dreadful conditions this incredible pig
was kept in. Joanne says that she tried to
entertain the pig, who is called Pigcasso, with
lots of different activities. The sow first was
interested in football, before using her first
paintbrush.
However, then
Joanne taught
Pigcasso to
paint and
everything
changed.

Pigs, from teapot to wild boar and Javen
Warty Pig they are all wonderful creatures.
Here are some facts about pigs:
1.Pigs are intelligent animals
2.Like humans, pigs are omnivores,
meaning they eat both plants and other
animals.
3.A pig's snout is an important tool for
finding food in the ground and sensing the
world around them.
3.Pigs have an excellent sense of smell.
4.There are around 2 billion pigs in the
world

Pigcasso
can now
paint
with
long
brush
strokes,
knows
how to
dip the brush in the paint and how to use it
on a canvas.
‘Picasso loves to waddle off to explore the
scenic Cape Town landscape with her easel,’
Joanne says. ‘I do not force her to paint – she
paints when she wants to. After all, at 450
pounds, she’s definitely the boss.”

5.Against their body size, pigs have small
lungs.
6. Humans farm pigs for bacon, ham and
pork.

Games cost more than on
other platforms
The switch is a console gaming sensation it
can be played at home with a TV or outside
anywhere! It’s release date was the 2nd of
march 2017.

The new and exiting Nintendo
Labo lets you do hundreds
more things including playing a mini piano .
They’re releasing

Loads of kits, there is a robot one for example. With Nintendo Labo you build just as
Incredibly easy to use
much as you play and because there are a
load of packs the creations are unlimited.
Gaming wherever you want
You can play Nintendo labo official release
The Joy-Con controllers are packed with tech
date is April 27.”I love the Nintendo switch!”
Bright and colourful screen
Exclaimed Harris 5o.

PROS:

CONS: Accessories are very expensive

There are many reasons that people become vegetarian. Sometimes it’s because their
family is vegetarian or maybe it’s because you re2.
ally love vegetables! Here are three of the most
popular reasons we found that make people become vegetarian:


To become healthier and live longer! A vegetarian diet reduces the risk of many diseases.



3.
You will help reduce pollution from
animal waste and you save over 100 trees in
the process.



You’ll save some animals lives; some
people don’t like the way the animals are
treated and don’t like being responsible for
their deaths.

People often struggle to change their diet
because they can’t find exciting recipes. But I’m
here to share with you some of the
substitutes which are just as good as meat.
1.

Quorn- The original Quorn is made from a
fungi based product called
Fusarium venenatum. The Quorn
products are available to replace
burgers, sausages, chicken and mince, and I
can confirm that they are not only tasty but

4.

you can hardly tell the
difference.
Tofu is a made from soybeans. The
process of making tofu is relatively
similar to the way that cheese is made from
milk. This takes on the flavour of whatever
it is cooked in, so it can’t be eaten like an
apple! Spices are
important!
Lentils- come from the bean or legumes family. They are from a bushy plant and are
great in curries. They are very
popular in India.
Mushrooms –there are so many different
types of mushrooms that all have
different flavours. My favourite is the common mushroom or the Portobello mushrooms, which are often used as the meat for
burgers. Other popular choices are: Oyster,
Button or Shiitake or if you want a really
fancy one, there are Chanterelles.

Ottoline gaped at the door. Without
realising, she turned and ran towards the
other end of the great hall until she saw an
airing cupboard in the gold paint wall.
Diving into cobwebs, she slammed the door
shut. Footsteps echoed in the large gallery
and Ottoline instinctively pushed herself
backwards until she reached the mahogany
panel.
The footsteps stopped in front of the
cupboard. Blood pounded in her ears like a
river in a flood. Ottoline backed up against
the wood even more.
Suddenly, it gave way; a pitch black hole
swallowed her up. Her scream was lost in

BBC One aired a T.V show called Big cats
and it’s not all about BIG cats. It’s a three
part series starring the smallest to the
biggest cat in the
world. It shows cats
from all over world
and uses cool
technology to film the
cats in the wild. Take
a look at this picture of
a Jaguar hunting a
turtle as seen on a
thermal camera.
You can find out more on the BBC One
website. It’s definitely worth the watch!

the fall. The panel swung back to its original
place just as the door was opened.
Ottoline blinked several times before she
realised it wouldn’t work. It wasn’t one of
her dreams. It wasn’t a normal nightmare. It
wasn’t even one of those nightmares when
you were half awake and half asleep and
then gained full consciousness sweating.
The chute she had fallen down had widened.
Abruptly, she landed in a net. A man in a
bleak trench-coat was hunched in the
opposite corner.
“H-h-h-h-h-h-h-h-h-h-e-e-e-e-l-l-l-l-l-lo-o-o-o-o
-o-o, who are you and are you meant to be
here and what is this place?”

Fun facts


Only 50% of cubs survive their childhood.
The smallest cat in the
world is roughly the same
size as a leaf and a lion is
200 times its size.


Some male snow
leopards are alone for
years.


Some cats stay with
mates for life, some only for days.




Mother cats have to train her cubs how
to hunt.

HELEN KELLER

There are very many famous and inspiring
women in the history of this world that it is
almost impossible to list all of them so here
are a few that you’ve probably never heard
of:
NANCY WAKE

One day there was a girl
who wanted to be a spy.
When the Second World
War broke out, she joined
the French resistance and
was parachuted back into
France to help sort out English troops. She
very famously quoted, “For goodness sake,
did the allies parachute me into France to fry
eggs and bacon for the men?” At the end of
the war she was awarded three Croix de
Guerre medals, a George medal, the Medaille
de la Resistance, later they made her a
knight of the Legion of Honor-the highest
French award.

At the age of two Helen suffered from a fever
that left her deaf and blind. One day her
mum took her to meet a
talented young teacher
named Anne Sullivan.
Anne taught Helen how to
write and read in French,
German, Latin, and
Greek. She travelled the
world with her dog and Anne making
speeches to lots of important people.
IRENA SENDLEROWA
In Poland there was a little girl called Irena.
When the war started she saw
all the Jewish children being
hidden. She helped children by
hiding them in sacks.
Sometimes, the children cried.
To cover the noise, she trained
a dog to bark when she wanted
it to. After they escaped, she wrote their old
names and their new names in jars before
burying them.

the lights weren’t affected and the rain was
forgotten because of the amazing lights that
covered central London. The lights weren’t
shown for quite a few years in London so
everyone wanted to see them. This type of
event is called a lights festival, these happen
regularly in Blackpool, and are called the
Blackpool illuminations. The Blackpool
There were fifty different exhibits for the
illuminations have trams and ships, though
public to view, here are some examples: a
the London has
field of reflecting stalks with spheres on the
patterns and wildtop to represent a wheat field shimmering in
life even these
the sun; a gigantic desk lamp; a giant glowing
dogs enjoy it:
frog surrounded by luminous reeds. It was
extremely busy. It was a shame though,
because it was such a rainy day. Thankfully,

A company called Lumiere had lit up London
from the 18th to 21st of January; the lights
were in a number of places around London;
here is a
map:

Here are 10 things to do when you’re bored

6. Do a word search or crossword (see page 3)

1. Do a puzzle
7. Read
2. Bake
8.

Do origami

3. make a den
9. Learn magic tricks

4. Play a card game

5. Do a staring competition (sorry no picture)

10. Count how many times you can spin in a
circle without getting dizzy.

ing fad, but the game doesn’t actually cost
any money. It has over 4 million players
now and is still getting more popular. As
another feature, they add an update every
You may have heard of this game as it has be- week. By the time this is out, there will be a
come a new craze. So you may ask what is the whole new selection of weapons, today, as I
write this, the new weapon the minigun has
name of this game? Well its name is
Fortnite Battle Royal; it is very well known
just come out. Whilst this game is suitable for
from all the ads on YouTube. Some people
Year 5 and up (check
think it might be violent but it is not and is
with your parents), I
partly cartoon. I know because I am one of the think people who are
players. It will be said by most parents that
younger should find a
they are not willing to spend money on a pass- different game to play.

In Australia, a competition called World
Tuna Tossing Competition, has arrived and
people will perform this unusual sport in
Port Lincoln. Tuna Tossing is a tradition that
fishermen compete in after the fishing season
to see who had the best catch, but today
anybody can play and they use a rubber
Tuna fish. The way they play is like the
Javelin and whoever throws the fish the
furthest is the best fisherman (or nowadays
you just win a prize). You may think this is
quite easy but throwing a weighty fish

around is very hard and some people that
compete are quite young. The
official name is the 'Tunarama Festival’.
Maybe one day, you could be a tuna tossing
champion.

On 8th March, two hockey teams went down to
Fortismere School to compete in a hockey
tournament. They were split into two leagues. The
Blue team, unfortunately didn’t make it into the
second round. Our second team, however, made it
through to the semi-finals. As the end whistle for the
semi-final blew, no one had scored. It went to extra
time but after that still no one had scored. This had
never happened before in this
tournament and the referees
were unsure what to do. In the
end, the organiser of the event
was called over and he said
that they would have to do a
final shootout called a penalty
shuffle. This involved one

This year Mario picked a new team to enter
the heats for the London Youth Games. But
first, of course, they had to train. They
practised relays and lots of field events. For
the first competition the team went to
Heartlands School to compete in the heats.
In the team were: Gabby 6R, Meg 6R, Tishe
6R, Lydia 6R, Lucy 6R, Lucas 6R, Paolo 6P,
Anslei 6P,Chewing 6P, Izzy 6P, Romilly 6P,
Freya 6P, Zaria 6P, Maeva 6B, Natalia 6B,
Alex 6B, Max 6B, Zac 6P, James 6O, Theo
6O, Alicia 6O, Ella 6O, Gil 5R, Alexis 5R,
Zac 5O, Jude 4P, Joe 4B.

person from one team to
go in goal and another
person from the other
team would put the ball
on the penalty spot and
they would have 20
seconds to score.
Thankfully, Coleridge
were victorious and it
saw them through to the final. Surprisingly, the same
scoring happened in the final. They went head to head
in the penalty shuffle, resulting in Coleridge losing
out by 1 goal. Mario was delighted for them and the
school, as that was the first time that Coleridge had
got a silver medal. “Fantastic achievement. I couldn’t
be prouder.”

tired. That meant we qualified for the final.
The team had to train again until the final
came up. Whoever came first would compete
in the London Youth Games.
The team started off great but when the
results came in we were 4th! Only two
points away from 3rd! If you are interested
in Athletics, Athletics Club is at 8.00am
every Wednesday. Ask Mario for more
information.

We came second in the heats, second out of
twelve! It was a long journey and we were
Thank you for reading this issue of the Coleridge! The newspaper is in your hands right
now wouldn’t be possible without all these hard working children and teachers:
Year 6: Ellie 6R, Lucy 6R, Troyena 6R, Meg 6R, James 6O, Hania 6O, Sasha 6O, Thomas
6O, Ruben 6O, Anna 6P, Amelia 6P.
Year 5: Beth 5R, Alexis 5R, Marisa 5R, Albert 5R,Flo 5O, Euan 5O, Euan 5O, Ben 5P,
Laurie 5P, Stella 5P, Gabe 5P, Harriet 5P, Charlie 5B, Sienna 5B, Elijah 5B, Ethan 5B.
Teachers: Ms Creamer 4O, Mr Skrein 6P.

Chief proof-reader: Ms Grimes

